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DRIVERS
The development and production of our High-Line garage doors 
is based on a number of “drivers”. These are the main reasons for 
selecting and buying a product. Think in terms of:

All these drivers have been considered in the new series of 
High-Line garage doors. We are convinced you will recognize 
these.

Design

Comfort and convenience

Safety and security

Sustainability

Financial considerations





DESIGNED  
FOR YOU
High-Line garage doors are designed with you in mind. Each 
detail has been carefully considered in order to guarantee a long 
and problem-free functioning. Furthermore, a garage door should 
feature attractive design to add value to your home. Thanks to the 
broad choice of materials and designs, there is always a High-
Line garage door that meets your personal wishes.





“QUALITY IN A PRODUCT 
IS NOT WHAT YOU PUT 

INTO IT. 



IT IS WHAT  
THE CUSTOMER  
GETS OUT OF IT.” 



HIGH-LINE 
GARAGE DOORS

Many years of experience, listening to fitters and users, continuous 
development and innovation, application of new technology and great 

attention for even the smallest details.   
The result? High-Line garage doors are proving to be the new standard.

 
The quality of materials used guarantees an extremely long life span and 

problem-free use. Thanks to expertise and a production line that has 
made “bespoke” as standard, you will receive the exact door to meet all 

your requirements. 

Because that is what you wish for. 





DESIGN AND 
APPEARANCE
Your garage door determines for a large part the looks and appeal 
of your house. All the more reason therefore to pay attention to the 
design and image of your door. 
High-Line garage doors are available in a wide range of designs, 
colours, surface textures and dimensions, providing your house with 
the door it deserves.









SAFE AND SECURE
A High-Line garage door is simple to operate and has been 
designed for safe use by you and your family members. The 
design is also made to keep unwelcome visitors out. Making you 
feel safe and secure, as you may expect from us.





BUILT IN EUROPE, 
BUILT FOR YOU
A High-Line garage door is produced for you in Europe on a state-
of-the-art production line. Thanks to our advanced and flexible 
production system, we can tailor your door to your precise dimensions, 
guaranteeing you a quality product; “built in Europe, built for you!”
 





THE QUALITY OF 
POWDER COATING
Besides the standard colours, you can choose from more than 40 
colours that we apply to the door leaf using a unique, top-quality 
powder coating process. Low-temperature powder coating is one of 
the many innovations of High-Line garage doors. This guarantees 
the best possible quality finish, only offered on High-Line garage 
doors. No wonder High-Line is the new standard.
 





PERFECT 
COMBINATION:  
DOOR AND OPERATOR
The convenience of electric operation becomes fully available 
through the perfect combination of High-Line garage doors and 
High-Line garage door operators. These two components are fully 
geared to each other, guaranteeing many years of problem-free 
operation. The door and the operator have become an integrated 
system, another truly innovative feature of the High-Line garage 
door series.







CONNECTIVITY 
GUARANTEED
A user-friendly smartphone app is available, to operate and monitor 
the door, wherever you are: myQ. Simple to install and reliable. For 
example, you don’t need to stay home for a parcel delivery, and you 
can simply open or control your garage door while you’re visiting 
the Pyramids of Giza in Egypt. This combination of garage door 
and user convenience makes High-Line the new standard. 



“MADE-TO-MEASURE” 
IS STANDARD
High-Line garage doors are compiled and produced specially for you. A 
garage door that meets all your requirements cannot simply be selected from a 
standard catalogue. “Made-to-measure” is therefore the standard as far as we 
are concerned. There are no compromises; you get what you want, perfectly 
dimensioned, just for you. In order to emphasise the unique aspect of your garage 
door, we add a personalised name plate on the interior, before the door leaves our 
factory. A new standard in personalisation of your door!

Speciaal gefabriceerd voor:

Uw naam

Especially manufactured for:

Your name

Speziell gefertigt für:

Ihr Name

Fabriqué spécialement pour:

Votre nom







MADE-TO-MEASURE TRACK SYSTEM
Our standard is ‘made-to-measure’, as are our track systems. Just like the door leaf, the track system is produced 
individually for you. We have the appropriate solution for every situation. Our track systems offer you the guarantee that 
your door will open and close effortlessly and problem free, throughout the long life of the door.



ATTENTION FOR DETAIL
Quality can be found in the smallest detail. The High-Line garage door track system is fitted 

with the patented “Smart Connection” system. This is a High-Line innovation that guarantees a 
perfect fit after installation. During operation you will notice the smooth and silent connection 
of the rollers in the tracks. It may be a minor detail, but it’s these minor details that make the 

difference and set the new standard.  





NO COMPROMISES
High-Line garage doors are designed by selecting the very best 
materials. The tracking rollers are fitted with ball-bearings for many 
years of silent and problem-free operation. The hinges are the 
same as those used in industrial doors, and as such are designed 
to withstand much greater forces. This robustness guarantees a 
long life span for our doors. The track systems are fully bolted, and 
the thickness of the steel used is unparalleled. See and feel, we will 
happily challenge any comparison!





10 -YEARS  
“ROYAL WARRANTY’’ 
Our confidence in the quality and reliability of our High-Line garage doors 
is expressed in the warranty we offer you: A 10-year full warranty on the 
door and 5 years on the electric drive unit. This is of course subject to one or 
two fair play rules, but without any unpleasent surprises! Your dealer will be 
pleased to explain further. This High-Line warranty provides you with certainty 
and emphasizes the new standard!





SPECIAL WISHES? 
NOTHING IS IMPOSSIBLE
“Your home is your castle”, we couldn’t agree more. And so, we can imagine that you 

might have special wishes. We’ll go the extra mile to make them come true. Want to colour 
coordinate your door with your car or your favourite lipstick? Ask us about the many 

options, as “made-to-measure” is always standard as far as we’re concerned, and that 
makes High-Line garage doors the new standard. 







SIMPLE SELECTION 
When looking for a garage door, we can imagine that it’s hard to see the 

wood for the trees. We fully understand that. That’s why we’ve compiled an 
orderly configuration of all the options. Try it for yourself, selection has never 

been more simple!



CONVINCE YOURSELF
We believe it’s important to visit one of our selected European High-Line 
dealers to convince yourself of the quality of both the product and the 
service. The High-Line dealer represents professionalism, expertise and 
service, and is available and accessible when needed. Our dealers will be 
pleased to show you the many options, the quality and - also important - our 
friendly pricing. We will happily withstand any comparison!
No wonder High-Line garage doors have become the new standard.





YOU’RE IN GOOD COMPANY
The photos featured in this book are photos of real doors belonging to real people. From Iceland to Switzerland 
and from Norway to the Netherlands. These proud owners are happy to show the High-Line doors that they 
have consciously chosen, just like the more than 300,000 proud owners in more than 25 countries. They all 
opted, with confidence, for the new standard! 
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